THE BEARDED COLLIE CLUB YEARBOOK 2020-2021
ORDER FORM / PAYMENT ADVICE
CLOSING DATE:

CLOSING DATE:

30th November 2021 any additions

30th November 2021 any additions

post this date are at Editor’s discretion
please see Instruction sheet.

post this date are at Editor’s discretion
please see Instruction sheet.

Quantity
………..

Total
Pre–order* Copies of the 2020-2021 Yearbook @ £22.00

£……...........

*(Books sold at Crufts and thereafter will be sold at £25)

………..

Roll of Honour forms (colour) @ £12.00 each (Member’s dogs only)

£……...........

………..

Full page(s) adverts (colour) @ £40.00 each (Member’s dogs only)

£……...........

………..

Half page adverts (colour) @ £23 each (Member’s dogs only)

£……...........

………..

UK Membership 2022 Single(£9)/Joint(£10)/Family(£10 + £1 per child)

£……...........

(For Overseas Membership please contact Editor for prices)
We aim to print all Adverts and ROHs in full colour but in case of excessive demand this will then be allocated
on a “first come, first served basis” so get your submissions in early!
Price for commercial or part commercial advertisements available on application to the Editor
Postage and packing on each book:
(Price based on one book but for cost
of posting multiples please contact Editor)

£6.50 UK
£10.50 each Europe/Russia
£16.60 each Rest of world except
£17.50 each Australia/New Zealand £....................

Cheques / PO's should be made payable to “THE BEARDED COLLIE CLUB”
ALL monies received must be in £Sterling/£GBP (Post-dated cheques will NOT be accepted)

Payment may also be made by PayPal to yearbook@beardedcollieclub.co.uk,
please add the following extra amount to cover the PayPal administration fees, as follows:
Up to £30 = £1.25  £31 to £40 = £1.60  £41 to £50 = £2.00  £51 to £75 = £3.00  £76 to £100 = £4.00

£…….............

For any amount not covered above, please contact the Yearbook Editor

TOTAL

£…….............

Please state if you intend to arrange collection your order, and from which show/event: ......................................
Arrangements can be made to get books to most shows/club events.

Name: …………………………………………………

Membership No: .................................................
(This can be found on the envelope this paperwork came in)

Affix: ....................................................................

Address: .............................................................

……………………………………………....................................................................................................
……………………………………………....................................................................................................
Phone No: ………………………………………….

Email: .................................................................

ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THE EDITOR: Mrs Robynne S Wood.

48 Calder Drive, Walkden, Manchester, M28 0TH.
Tel: 0161 2790957 Email: osmartbeardies@hotmail.com

THE BEARDED COLLIE CLUB
YEARBOOK 2020-2021

INSTRUCTIONS
Please read carefully before filling out any paperwork or submitting any adverts or Rolls of Honour.

CLOSING DATE FOR SUBMISSIONS – 30th November 2021
After this date no new adverts will be accepted and amendments to existing
submissions are at the Editor’s discretion. The only ROHs accepted after the
closing date will be dogs that qualify for the first time between 30th November
and 12th December and must be received by the 22nd December 2021.
1

FORMS

All forms are available for download from www.beardedcollieclub.co.uk but unfortunately we are not
accepting online submissions this year. The forms are available online so that you can chose to handwrite or
type your information straight onto the form to avoid the space issues that Members have reported in previous
years. However you chose to complete your forms you must include hard copies of all the relevant
paperwork and an Order form to the Editor otherwise we cannot accept your Yearbook entries.
Please carefully fill out names, addresses and any requested information on each form submitted. Forms
are separated for collation purposes and neither the Editor nor the Bearded Collie Club can be held
responsible if the information on incomplete forms is not entered into the Yearbook.
You will also find a Membership Questionnaire enclosed on which any Member may enter their dog(s) and
details at no charge. We also encourage you to use this form to advise a correction or change to your
address, affix, telephone number or email address – this ensures that your details are accurate within Club
records.
2

STUD REGISTER, ADVERTS AND ROH

ALL DOGS ON THE STUD BOOK REGISTER MUST BE HIP SCORED AND CEA STATUS SHOWN.
For ADVERTS and ROH’s - If your dog/bitch has been X-rayed then they must have their Hip Score declared
in all Adverts and ROHs. Dogs not X-rayed will be displayed as NX.
Where dogs/bitches are Eye Tested for CEA, only Optigen and Petagenic test results will be detailed in the
Yearbook, as recognised by the Kennel Club. These will take the form of Clear (C) / Carrier (CA) / Affected
(A) / Hereditary Clear (HC) / Not Tested (NT). Any dog/bitch whose details appear in ROH or Adverts, must
have their status detailed.
If your dog has been Elbow Scored, we would encourage you to share the results. Please indicate results in
the boxes provided.
3

ROLLS OF HONOUR

This year's ROH will contain all qualifying results between the 16th December 2019 to 12th December 2021
(Pastoral day at LKA) to give a full representation of the show year. There is now a separate ROH form for
dogs based outside the UK attached to Overseas Awards form for ease of submission. When submitting
photographs for ROH's on disc/memory stick then please remember to submit a paper copy for proof reading
purposes. Any ROH's received without a paper copy of the photo will be returned and not accepted for
inclusion within the Yearbook and there is now space to credit the Photographer if required.
All dogs qualifying prior to the deadline (30th November 2021) must be submitted by this deadline.
The only ROHs that will be accepted after the deadline are dogs qualifying for the first time at Shows
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held after the 30th November 2021 but these must be received by the 22nd December 2021. If you need
to add a win to a ROH already submitted then this can be done by contacting the Editor who will also keep
track of additional wins and new qualifiers. So please feel free to submit them as soon as you qualify!
4

ADVERTISEMENTS

We are able to accept your adverts by paper, disc/memory stick or email but all must be accompanied by
a hard copy sent through the post to the Editor for proof reading purposes. Any adverts received without
a hard copy will be not be accepted for inclusion in the Yearbook. It also helps avoid confusion and mistakes
at the printers if you put all digital information onto just one disc or memory stick – if you need help then
please don’t hesitate to contact the Editor.
If possible please supply your advert as a digital copy in a Word Document or in the body of an email
as this then allows the printers to tweak your advert to get the best print results. If you supply as a PDF then
the printers can only print your advert “as is” and then the BCC cannot be held responsible for the end result
within the book. We now recognise that some people like to use professional programmes to produce adverts
so the printer has supplied the following information to ensure you get the best results……….
For supplied adverts: Please ensure that all the
images and copy are at least 10mm from all the
edges that trim or go into the centre spine. We do
not want to trim off anything important or not be able
to read it in the central gutter.
For adverts with Bleed (that print off the page):
These need special planning if the design is
intended to print off the edges of the page. All
essential items must be at least 10mm from trims
and central gutter. This area is referred to as the
‘live’ area, and the page size as ‘trim’ (for this book:
A5, 148mm wide by 210mm deep for a single page
advert, and therefore a double page advert will be
A4, 297mm wide by 210mm deep). Outside of this
trim area we NEED 3mm of bleed on all the cut
edges – see below: so any background needs to
extend another 3mm. On single page adverts, as
we won’t know if your page will be on the left or the
right, please put 3mm bleed all round so it can be
used on either.
5

PHOTOGRAPHS

Photographs should be taken on a camera set on the highest resolution possible which the printer
recommends a minimum of 300dpi – this information can be checked on your camera. We can work with
lower resolution photos but it will compromise the final print quality of your submission which the BCC cannot
be held responsible for. In particular it is advised against using photos taken by camera phones or
downloaded from Facebook/Websites – if in doubt then contact the Editor who is more than happy to help.
Please do not crop photographs or write on them and if you are just submitting a physical photo then ensure
they are high quality originals. If you have specific instructions please advise the Editor on a separate sheet
of paper or post-it note, and we will do our best to comply with your wishes within the constraints of the editing
process.
6

PAYMENTS

Payment by cheque or Postal Order should be made out to The Bearded Collie Club and are only accepted
in £'s Sterling/£GBP. Payment by PayPal can also be made at yearbook@beardedcollieclub.co.uk however
there is an administration fee to pay. For full details of costs and details please see the separate Order Form
and for any amount not covered above, please contact the Editor.
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CLOSING DATE:
th

30 November 2021 any additions post this date are at

the Editor’s discretion - please see Instruction sheet.

The Bearded Collie Club Yearbook 2021
Member’s Questionnaire

This questionnaire covers the period 1st November 2019 to 30th November 2021. Please complete this form and return it for no charge to the Editor to help ensure we have your most
current contact details. Forms submitted after the closing date will not be included in the Yearbook but amendments to existing submissions can be made at the Editor’s discretion.
PLEASE NOTE: Member’s names and addresses will be printed in the yearbook under ‘Membership List’ unless the Editor is notified otherwise.
Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS
Member's Name …………………………………………………………….. Membership Number (on envelope): BCC ....................... Affix: ……………………………………..
Address ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...............................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….............................................................................................
Telephone: …………………………………………………………………

E-Mail: ……………………………………………………………………………………………

Record of your judging appointments for 2022 with details of Society, Type of Show and Breeds to be judged attached to this form (please circle): YES/ NO
JUNIOR WARRANT WINNER 2020-2021:

VETERAN WARRANT WINNER 2020-2021:

Name of Dog: …………………………………………………………………….

Name of Dog: ………………………………………………………………………………...

SHOW CERTIFICATE OF MERIT WINNER 2020-2021:
Name of Dog:………………………………………………………………………....

SHOW CERTIFICATE OF EXCELENCE WINNER 2020-2021:
Name of Dog:…………………………………………………………………………………

HEALTH TEST REGISTER 2020-2021:
Member’s Beardies who have been examined and not previously listed in the Yearbook under the BVA/KC Hip Dysplasia Point Scoring Scheme, BVA/KC Elbow Dysplasia Point
Scoring Scheme, Optigen/Petagenics Eye Test for CEA, and BVA Standard Eye Test.
Optigen/Petagenic results: Clear (C) / Carrier (CA) / Affected (A) / Hereditary Clear (HC) / Not Tested (NT)
BVA Standard Eye Test Results: Clear (C) / Not Tested (NT)
Dog’s Name………………………………………………… Hip Score:

Elbow Score:

CEA Result:

BVA Eye Test:

Sire: ……………………………………………………………………………………….. Dam:…………………………………......................................................................................
Dog’s Name………………………………………………… Hip Score:

Elbow Score:

CEA Result:

BVA Eye Test:

Sire: ……………………………………………………………………………………….. Dam:…………………………………......................................................................................
Member’s Questionnaire 2021
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STUD DOG REGISTER 2020-2021:
All Dogs on the Stud Book Register MUST be Hip Scored and have their CEA Status shown. There are now places to record BVA eye test and Elbow Dysplasia results and although
these results are voluntary, we encourage you to include them. Please continue onto a separate sheet if required.
Name Of Dog: .................................................................................................................................................... Date Of Birth: ………………
Sire: ........................................................................................................................
Hip Score:

CEA STATUS (please circle):

Dam: ...............................................................................................................................................

Elbow Score:

BVA Eye Test result (please circle): CLEAR / NOT TESTED

CLEAR / CARRIER / AFFECTED / HEREDITARY CLEAR / NOT TESTED

Name Of Dog: .................................................................................................................................................... Date Of Birth: ………………
Sire: ........................................................................................................................
Hip Score:

CEA STATUS (please circle):

Colour:…………………………….....

Colour:…………………………….....

Dam: ...............................................................................................................................................

Elbow Score:

BVA Eye Test result (please circle): CLEAR / NOT TESTED

CLEAR / CARRIER / AFFECTED / HEREDITARY CLEAR / NOT TESTED

Member’s Beardies having gained Best in Show, Reserve BIS, Best Puppy in Show, Best Veteran in Show or Best in Match, please indicate with a tick & write specific award(s)
Name Of Dog

Champ Show Open Show

Limit Show

Companion Show

Match

Award(BIS / RBIS / BPIS / BVIS)

………………………………………………………..

……………..

…………..

…………...

…………………

……………....

............................................

……………………………………………………….

……………..

…………..

…………...

………………....

…………........

............................................

………………………………………………………..

……………..

…………..

…………...

………………....

……………....

.............................................

Member’s Beardies having won a 1st prize at any of the following types of show; please indicate with a tick. One tick only no matter how many 1sts.
Name Of Dog

Champ Show

Open Show

Limit Show

Companion Show

…………………………………………………………

…………………..

…………………..

…………………

……………………….

…………………………………………………………

………………….

…………………..

…………………

……………………….

…………………………………………………………

…………………..

…………………...

…………………

……………………….

IF YOUR DOG HAS WON ANY AWARDS OVERSEAS, INCLUDING IRISH GREEN STARS, PLEASE ENTER THE DETAILS ON THE AWARDS WON OVERSEAS SHEET.
Member’s Questionnaire 2021
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CLOSING DATE for ROH’s:

The Bearded Collie Club Yearbook 2020-2021
Roll of Honour

22nd December 2021 any additions post this date are at the

Editor’s discretion - please see Instruction sheet.

QUALIFICATIONS - Excluding Overseas Champion Titles
PLEASE NOTE: The names and addresses of Members will be printed within the Yearbook unless the Editor is notified otherwise
Dogs eligible for entry in the Roll of Honour are restricted to dogs qualifying under Kennel Club Rules in the UK between 16th December 2019 and 13th December 2021 for
qualifications gained in the UK only – there is now a separate form for Overseas Champion Titles. Queries on qualifications or completion of forms should be referred by phone
or email to Editor on the details below.
The following are the awards acceptable for Rolls of Honour:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Challenge Certificate
Reserve Challenge Certificate
Junior Warrant
Veteran Warrant
Show Certificate Of Merit
Show Certificate Of Excellence
Senior Working Test Qualifier

h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)

Registered Therapy/Assistance Dog
Gold Good Citizen Award
1st place in Open and Championship at Pre-Beginners and above or an Obedience Warrant award
1st Place in Open and Championship or an Agility Warrant of Bronze or higher
Crufts qualification or Flyball Dog Award of Advanced or higher
Heelwork To Music or Freestyle Excellent (Ex) Title from Intermediate Class and above or
Qualification for Crufts Semi-final or Final competition
Rally Level Title from Level 3 or above or Excellent Title at any Level
Certificate of Merit or Excellent qualification in any Stake at Working Trials

For Bearded Collies on the Kennel Club ACTIVITY REGISTER to be included in the Roll Of Honour, the following must apply:
1
If the Bearded Collie has been re-homed through any Bearded Collie Breed Club's Rescue and Welfare Scheme then the Editor will require confirmation from the Club's Rescue Administrator
that the KC Breed Registration document exists.
2
If the Bearded Collie has been produced from a litter where the Sire and Dam are KC Breed Registered but the puppies were not registered. Pedigree must be supplied with this form.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INSTRUCTIONS
Only dogs owned by members of the Bearded Collie Club are eligible to place their dogs in the Roll of Honour
Complete the form in BLOCK CAPITALS
One dog only per form. Please print/photocopy the form if you have more than one dog qualifying for Roll Of Honour or additional copies available from the Editor or
downloaded from www.beardedcollieclub.co.uk
Include one photo of the qualifying dog with the dog’s name and the owner on the rear (for identification) – it is also helpful to send us a digital copy of your photo
Your dog’s hip status or hip score, and CEA Test Result/Status MUST be included on the form. Your form will not be accepted without these.
The cost of ROH is £12.00 per dog and payment details can be found on the Order Form supplied
The Bearded Collie Club Yearbook Editor will fill in any parts of the form left blank using available databases but there will be no responsibility on the part of the Editor or
the Club if these details are incorrect. By leaving the pedigree blank you will be deemed to be requesting the Editor to use such online pedigree databases.

POST COMPLETED FORM(S), CLEARLY IDENTIFIED PHOTOS AND FEE OF £12.00 PER DOG TO:

Editor: Mrs Robynne S Wood. 48 Calder Drive, Walkden, Manchester, M28 0TH
Tel: 0161 2790957
Email: osmartbeardies@hotmail.com
WARNING: PLEASE TAKE CARE WHEN COMPLETING THIS FORM. NEITHER THE CLUB OR THE EDITOR WILL TAKE ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS

The Bearded Collie Club Yearbook 2020-2021
Roll of Honour

CLOSING DATE for ROH’s:
22nd December 2021 any additions post this date are at the

Editor’s discretion - please see Instruction sheet.

NAME OF DOG: …………………………………………………………................................................... DOG'S HD X-RAY STATUS (THIS IS NOT OPTIONAL).
If your dog has been scored the result must be entered in the box.
DATE OF BIRTH: ……………........................ DOG OR BITCH: ........................................................... *This dog has not been hip scored – please write NX in the box
** This dog has been elbow scored – optional/not a requirement
COLOUR: ..…………………………………… BREEDER: ………………………................................. * This dog’s hip score is:
** This dog’s elbow score is:
PHOTOGRAPHER CREDIT: ……………………………………………………………………………..
KC REGISTER (Please circle the applicable status): BREED / ACTIVITY
DOG'S CEA STATUS (Not optional - please circle applicable status): CLEAR / CARRIER / AFFECTED / HEREDITARY CLEAR / NOT TESTED
QUALIFICATION (Please circle and detail name of show, trial or test - explanation overleaf (Except for ‘C’ where no show detail is required)
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O …………………………………………………...........................................................................................................................................
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O …………………………………………………...........................................................................................................................................
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O …………………………………………………...........................................................................................................................................

NAME OF PARENTS
Sire:

GRAND-PARENTS
Sire:

GREAT GRAND-PARENTS
Sire:
Dam:

Dam:

Sire:
Dam:

Dam:

Sire:

Sire:
Dam:

Dam:

Sire:
Dam:

NAME OF OWNER(S): …………………………………................. MEMBERSHIP NO: ................................................ AFFIX: ........................................................
ADDRESS: ……………………………………………………………………………….............................................................................................................................
……………………............................................ POSTCODE: ……………..... TEL NO: .................................................... EMAIL: ........................................................

CLOSING DATE:
22 December 2021 – this has been amended
to make it comparable with the Show year.
nd

The Bearded Collie Club Yearbook 2020-2021
OTHER DISCIPLINE RESULTS

This form is to be used to complete your dog’s Yearbook entry and also for calculating points for the annual working trophies. Please
continue onto separate sheet if required but please clearly indicate the name of the dog and which discipline the results are from
to avoid mistakes. This form can also be downloaded from www.beardedcollieclub.co.uk or by request from Editor.

PLEASE COMPLETE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH DOG
PLEASE NOTE: The names and addresses of Members will be printed within the Yearbook unless the Editor is notified otherwise
Owner
Dogs Name
Please state where you dog is registered:

Activity

Breed

For Bearded Collies on the ACTIVITY REGISTER to be included in the Yearbook, the following must apply:
1
If it has been re-homed through any Bearded Collie Breed Club Rescue and Welfare Scheme then the Editor will require confirmation
from the Club's Rescue Administrator that the KC Breed Registration document exists.
2
If it has been produced from a litter where the Sire and Dam are KC Breed Registered but the puppies were not registered the Pedigree
Must be supplied.

WORKING TESTS
Date

Test

Venue

Judge

Primary
Junior
Intermediate
Senior

Have you previously passed the Intermediate Test with this dog? Yes

No

OBEDIENCE
Type of Show
Date

Name of Show

(Ch / Open / Beardie only /
Limited / Exemption)

Class
(Intro / Pre B / Beg /
Nov / A / B / C / Ch C)

Place

GOOD CITIZEN
Date

Award

Organisation Conducting Test

Bronze
Silver
Gold
Other Discipline Results 2021
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CLOSING DATE:

The Bearded Collie Club Yearbook 2020-2021
OTHER DISCIPLINE RESULTS

22nd December 2022 – this has been amended this year to
make it comparable with the Show year.

Please note: Due to range of Activities we would like to cover and promote in the
Yearbook there is limited space on this form to cover all your Beardie’s achievements through the year.
The Editor is happy to accept results on separate paper (providing full details are covered) or adapt the
digital copy.
WORKING TRIALS AND TRACKING
Name of Trial/Tracking Assessment
Date

Type of Trial
(Open / Ch)

Stake
(Intro / CD / UD /
WD / TD / PD)

Qualification
(e.g. C of M / CD / CDEx/
Tracking Level

Place

AGILITY
Date

Name of Show

Class
KC/UKA/Other

Entries

Place/Clear

HEELWORK TO MUSIC & FREESTYLE
Date

Award

Heelwork To Music
or Freestyle

Venue

FLYBALL
Date

Show

Award

Points

RALLY / SCENTWORK / DOG PARKOUR
Date

Activity & Venue

Level

Score/Qualification

Place

Name of Race

Class

Entries

Place

CANICROSS
Date

Other Discipline Results 2021
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The Bearded Collie Club Year Book 2021
Awards Won Overseas & Roll Of Honour

CLOSING DATE:
th

30 November 2021 any additions post this date are at

the Editor’s discretion- please see Instruction sheet.

This questionnaire covers awards gained outside the UK within the period 1st November 2019 to 30 November 2021
PLEASE NOTE: The names and addresses of Members will be printed within the Yearbook unless the Editor is notified otherwise
NAME OF DOG …………………………………………...... AWARD…………………………….... ..................SHOW……………………………………………….....................DATE…………….
NAME OF DOG …………………………………………. .... AWARD……………………………...................... SHOW……………………………………………….................... DATE…………….
NAME OF DOG …………………………………………...... AWARD…………………………….... ..................SHOW……………………………………………….....................DATE…………….
NAME OF DOG …………………………………………. .... AWARD……………………………...................... SHOW……………………………………………….................... DATE…………….
NAME OF DOG …………………………………………...... AWARD…………………………….... ..................SHOW……………………………………………….....................DATE…………….

Please continue onto separate sheet if required and this form can also be downloaded from www.beardedcollieclub.co.uk
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY:
Member’s Name: ……………………………………………………. Kennel Name / Affix:………………………………………………
Address: …………………………………………………………....................................................................................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Telephone Number: ………………………………………………… E-mail:………………………………………………………………
Overseas Awards/ROH 2021
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The Bearded Collie Club Year Book 2021
Awards Won Overseas & Roll Of Honour

CLOSING DATE:
30th November 2021 any additions post this date are at

the Editor’s discretion- please see Instruction sheet.

WARNING: PLEASE TAKE CARE WHEN COMPLETING THIS FORM. NEITHER THE CLUB OR THE EDITOR WILL TAKE ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS

Please continue onto separate sheet if required and this form can also be downloaded from www.beardedcollieclub.co.uk
NAME OF DOG: …………………………………………………………................................................... DOG'S HD X-RAY STATUS (THIS IS NOT OPTIONAL).
If your dog has been scored the result must be entered in the box.
DATE OF BIRTH: ……………......... DOG OR BITCH: ....................... COLOUR: ..………………….. *This dog has not been hip scored – please write NX in the box
** This dog has been elbow scored – optional/not a requirement
COLOUR: ..…………………………………… BREEDER: ……………………….................................
* This dog’s hip score is:
** This dog’s elbow score is:
OWNERS NAME ……………………………………
BREEDER: ………………………...................
MEMBERSHIP NO: BCC……………

PHOTOGRAPHER CREDIT: …………………………………

DOG'S CEA STATUS (Not optional - please circle applicable status):

CLEAR / CARRIER / AFFECTED / HEREDITARY CLEAR / NOT TESTED

QUALIFICATION: Adult Champion title in any Country worldwide excluding the UK. Junior Champion titles are not permitted in the Roll Of Honour.

NAME OF PARENTS
Sire:

GRAND-PARENTS
Sire:

GREAT GRAND-PARENTS
Sire:
Dam:

Dam:

Sire:
Dam:

Dam:

Sire:

Sire:
Dam:

Dam:

Sire:
Dam:

SHOW FINAL AWARD GAINED AT: ……………………………………….............................TITLE GAINED & COUNTRY: .........................................................................

Please send completed form, photo of the qualifying dog and payment of £12 Sterling (GBP) to the Editor at the address given below
Overseas Awards/ROH 2021
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